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"The mortgage industry intends to pursue minorities with greater intensity as
federal regulators turn up the heat to increase home ownership in underserved
groups.  'We need to push into these underserved markets as much as we can,'
said David Glenn, president and chief operating officer of Freddie Mac."

−−− Quote from the Builders On−Line forum, via Reuters, on October 13, 1999.
(www.adversity.net/special/banking_housing_02.htm)

And you wonder why the banks have no money.  You really think lazy non−whites
are working hard to pay back all those "approved" loans?
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Nortel DMS−100 CDC101 Customer Data Change Log

CDC101

Explanation

The Customer Data Change (CDC) subsystem generates this report when a CDC user performs a
service orders (SERVORD) command.  The performance of a service orders command allows CDC
command logging.  Office parameter CUSTOMER_DATA_CHANGE_LOGS controls if the system
generates CDC101.

Format

The log report format for CDC101 is as follows:

CDC101 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO 
   CUSTOMER_DATA_CHANGE_COMMAND 
   OWNER: <ownrnm>
   USERNAME: <usernm>
   COMMAND: <cmdtxt>

Example

An example of log report CDC101 follows:

CDC101 APR01 12:00:00 2112 INFO 
   CUSTOMER_DATA_CHANGE_COMMAND 
   OWNER: MINE 
   USERNAME: VIJAY 
   COMMAND:  CHG CLLI VIJCLLI NCOS 125 

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field                      Value                 Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO_CUSTOMER_             Constant              Indicates CDC allows logging.           
DATA_CHANGE_COMMAND
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OWNER: <ownrnm>            Character String      Identifies the owner the user 
                                                 associates with.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
USERNAME: <usernm>         Character String      Provides user name by which the user 
                                                 logs on.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
COMMAND: <cmdtxt>           1 to 300 Characters  Provides text of service orders command.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action:  There is no action required.

Associated OM Registers:  There are no associated OM registers.
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Nortel DMS−100 CDC102 Customer Data Change Log

CDC102

Explanation

The Customer Date Change (CDC) subsystem generates this report when a CDC user enters a
table editor command.  The command must perform correctly for the subsystem to generate a log
report.  The table editor command allows CDC command logging.  If the command fails or the user
rejects the command, the system does not generate the report.

Format

The log report format for CDC102 is as follows:

CDC102 mmmdd hh:mm:ss ssdd INFO 
   CUSTOMER_DATA_CHANGE_COMMAND 
   OWNER: <ownrnm>
   USERNAME: <usernm>
   TABLE:    TABLE: <tblnm>
   COMMAND: <cmdnm>
   OLD: <oldtxt> 
   NEW: <newtxt>

Example

An example of log report CDC102 follows:

CDC102 APR01 12:00:00 2112 INFO 
   CUSTOMER_DATA_CHANGE_COMMAND 
   OWNER: FRED 
   USERNAME: FREDO 
   TABLE:    TABLE: IBNXLA 
   COMMAND: CHA 
   OLD:  "FREDXLA 176 FEAT N N CPU"
   NEW:  "FREDXLA 176 FEAT N N RAG" 

Field Descriptions

The following table describes each field in the log report:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field                      Value                 Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INFO_CUSTOMER_             Constant              Indicates a table command executes
DATA_CHANGE_COMMAND                              correctly.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OWNER: <ownrnm>            Character String      Identifies owner with which the user 
                                                 associates.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
USERNAME: <usernm>         Character String      Identifies the userid that a command 
                                                 executes from.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TABLE: TABLE: <tblname>    Table or Subtable     Identifies the table that is being edited.
                           Name                  
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
COMMAND: <cmdnm>           Table Editor          Provides name of the command that the user
                           Commands              executes.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OLD: <oldtxt>              Character String      Provides the old tuple that changes. 
                                                 If a new tuple is added, value is 
                                                 "No Old Data".
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NEW: <newtxt>              Character String      Provides the new tuple entered. 
                                                 If a tuple is deleted, value is 
                                                 "No New Data".
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Action:  There is no action required.

Associated OM Registers:  There are no associated OM registers.
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GBPPR Stereo Zapping Experiments

Overview

While most people stutter and stammer when trying to think of something Sheikh Barack Hussein
Obama has "accomplished," the residents of Wisconsin can name at least one thing − increased
crime in their once peaceful neighborhoods.

Because places like Chicago are illegal alien sanctuary cities and nigger−infested,
Democrat−voting, third−world shitholes, the first thing the useless shit−skins do when they pile all
their welfare money together is to move − usually heading north.  In a textbook definition of "racial
profiling," the third−world trash move to cities and neighborhoods built and run by hard−working
white people.  (Where is the ACLU?  Hah!)

After settling in, their third−world "culture" usually takes root, thus destroying the once prosperous
local school systems, businesses, hospitals, parks, or even entire neighborhoods.  One of the many
annoying things third−world trash like to do is play their "ooking" rap music or their stereos and TVs
very loud, especially at night.  They won't have to work or go to school in the morning, so what do
they care?

In order to help prevent this type of behaviour, we'll try to build a device which will allow you to inject
audio into a remote stereo system.  This will be accomplished by constructing an amplitude
modulated, high−powered RF microwave transmitter.  Most ham radio operators are already aware
of a phenomenon in which their high−powered AM or SSB modulated transmitters will easily
interfere, or even in some cases, inject audio into their neighbor's TV, stereo, or telephones.  What
we'll try to do here is to build a smaller, more controllable version of this "radio interference" causing
device.

This device actually consists of several different experiments I was working on all rolled into
one.  One was the modification of an old integrated−antenna California Amplifier MMDS
downconverter to add an external N connector.  The next was trying to modifiy the VCO section in
an old California Amplifier MMDS downconverter to move from the converters's stock 2.278 GHz
local oscillator signal to something else, 2.4576 GHz in this case.  The final experiment was to see if
a Motorola 1.9 GHz PCS−band, 4 watt hybrid RF module was capable of operating up in the 2.4
GHz Part 15/ISM/amateur radio band.

What we'll be doing is generating a RF signal at 2.4576 GHz and then AM "modulating" it with a
common audio amplifier circuit and matching low−impedance microphone.  The AM modulated RF
signal will then be linearly amplified using a surplus Motorola MHL19338 PCS−band pre−driver
hybrid module.  These modules normally put out around 4 watts at 2.0 GHz with only 10 mW (+10
dBm) of RF input.  They appear to operate fine up in the 2.4 GHz band with only approximately 3 dB
of output power loss (2 watts RF output).  Linear−biased RF amplifiers are required to amplify
amplitude modulated RF signals without causing any additional audio distortion.

But, does this contraption really work?  Sorta...  The concept of injecting audio into remote stereo
systems using high−powered, amplitude modulated transmitters does work, it's just that you'll need
to be using a very high radiated power.  Also, higher carrier frequencies appear to be more effective
against consumer electronics as they are not as attenuated by cheap RF shielding attempts.  This
particular project doesn't really cut it, but the overall concepts do work.  I'd start looking out for some
of those surplus high−power (100+ watt) PCS−band power amplifiers that show up at ham fests
from time−to−time...
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Construction Notes & Pictures

Parts overview for the 2.4 GHz linear RF power amplifier.

A surplus aluminum heatsink is off the to the left, the Motorola MHL19338 hybrid power module is
the blue rectangle in the middle with the shield salvaged from an old Motorola bag−style cellular
phone.

On the lower−right is an optional PCS−band isolator, and in the lower−middle is the homemade PC
board for the amplifier module.  Be sure the PC board has a good RF ground plane.

The Motorola MHL19338 operates at +28 VDC and draws a continuous 500 mA because it is
linearly biased.  Its maximum RF input is 10 mW (+10 dBm).

A LM317 adjustable voltage regulator supplies the +28 VDC for the MHL19338.  The LM317's input
voltage will be from an old +32 VDC HP printer power supply.  Be sure the LM317's mounting tab is
isolated from ground as it's at output voltage potential.  Some type of heatsink will also be required
for the LM317 if it is not mounted to the MHL19338's heatsink.
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Completed 2.4 GHz RF power amplifier.

The RF input is on the right and the RF output goes through an optional surplus 1.7 − 2.1 GHz
PCS−band isolator.  These isolators also appear to work fine at 2.4 GHz, but with slightly reduced
port−to−port isolation.  The isolator is used to protect the Motorola MHL19338 in case it is powered
up without a load or antenna attached.

A slot was milled into the heatsink so the Motorola MHL19338's pins could rest directly on the PC
board, thus making a more "RF secure" solder connection.
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Completed 2.4 GHz RF power amplifier overview.

An optional Mini−Circuits ZMSW−1211 SPDT PIN diode switch is used to select the RF input
source.  This is so the RF power amplifier can be used separately for other things, such as
amplifying the RF output of those cheap 2.4 GHz video transmitters you can buy at Radio Shack or
Wal−Mart.  0.1 µF capacitors were also added across the ZMSW−1211's control pins to the ground
terminals.  One drawback to using Mini−Circuits ZMSW−1211 SPDT PIN diode switches is their
relatively high insertion loss.
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Modifying the VCO section of a California Amplifier MMDS downconverter.

The stock VCO is set at 2.278 GHz.  If you disable the PLL section, the free−running oscillator
drops to around 2.1 GHz.  If you solder little copper extensions to the VCO stripline elements, you
can lower the VCO to around 2.050 GHz.  If you shorten the VCO stripline elements using a Dremel
tool or Exacto knife, you can raise the VCO frequency up into the 2.4 GHz band.

This particular modification is handy to know, as these surplus downconverters can now be adapted
for use as simple 2.048 GHz, 2.097152 GHz, 2.304 GHz, and 2.4576 GHz PLL signal sources by
simply replacing the stock 8.89843 MHz crystal with a 8 MHz, 8.192 MHz, 9 MHz, or 9.6 MHz
crystal.

In the above photo, the stock crystal was replaced with a salvaged 9.6 MHz one, and the striplines
were "ground" away between the red points using a Dremel tool with a small engraver bit.  Connect
a frequency counter to the VCO's output just before it enters the mixer and monitor it while it is
powered and the PLL circuit disabled.  Slowly grind or cut away the striplines, and watch as the
frequency goes up to the desired range you need.  Try to get the VCO close, but slightly below, the
targe frequency range so the PLL loop filter does not have to operate near the "extreme" top or
bottom voltages.  This will require a little bit of experimenting.
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Modified California Amplifier MMDS downconverter VCO connected to a frequency counter.

The Radio Shack frequency counter is reading "457.601 MHz."  This is actually 2.4567 GHz, as the
Radio Shack frequency counter appears to drop the "2" when operating out of its intended
frequency range.  The output RF power is believed to be around +5 dBm, though I could not
measure it accurately.
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The next modification will be to add an external N connector to a California Amplifier
integrated−antenna MMDS downconverter.

These also show up from time−to−time at ham fests as they appear to still be made by California
Amplifier.

The stock Yagi−style antenna specifications are:

          Frequency: 2.5 − 2.686 GHz
               Gain: 17 dBi 
Front−to−Back Ratio: 18 dB
    Side Lobe Level: −12 dB
     3 dB Beamwidth: 24°
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Stock antenna solder connections.

They will be a little rough and corroded, so you'll want to clean them up.
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Carefully take the antenna section apart, noting all the pieces and washers.
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Thoroughly clean each of the parts and start to put the driven and reflector elements back
together.  At this time, you'll want to replace the stock coax with RG−142, which has a Teflon
dielectric.  This makes soldering much easier as it won't melt the dielectric.

Note the driven and reflector elements are tin−plated copper.  Try not to scrape away the tin plating
as it protects the elements from corrosion when outdoors.
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Add the N panel−mount connector as shown.  Try to use stainless steel hardware.
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Completed antenna.

A good coat of paint protects the mounting hardware and some brass drawer handles make nice
handles.  Note the antenna's stock 1/4−20 mounting bolt was replaced with a short 1/4−20 stainless
steel bolt.

This antenna is now perfect for portable operations working the 2.4 GHz frequency band.
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Next is the construction of the AM modulator PC board.

The 2.4576 GHz RF input is on the upper−left with the microphone amplifier section in the middle.

An optional RF switch will control the output of the signal so it will not always be transmitting.

A 2.45 GHz bandpass filter cleans up the final output signal.
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Completed AM modulator circuit board.

Power supply regulation is on the upper−left.  The LM833 microphone amplifier is in the
middle.  The 74HCT04 takes the input from the PTT line on a military surplus M−80/U microphone
and controls the Alpha AW002 SPDT RF switch.

The actual AM modulation takes place by slightly amplifying the incoming 2.4576 GHz signal with a
Mini−Circuits VNA−25 and splitting it with a Mini−Circuits SBA−2−22 two−way RF splitter.  One of
the legs of this new split signal is passed to the LO port on a Mini−Circuits MBA−25MH mixer.  The
incoming audio modulation is placed on the mixer's IF port.  The audio signal varies the conduction
of the mixer's diodes and the result is an amplitude modulated RF signal.  It is then recombined with
the original 2.4576 GHz carrier frequency using another Mini−Circuits SBA−2−22.  The optional
Alpha AW002 acts as an "RF enable" switch, and another Mini−Circuits VNA−25 further buffers and
amplifies the signal.  The final signal is then bandpass filtered and sent to the RF power amplifier
module.

The VCO section of the California Amplifer was cut so its RF output is taken right after the stripline
bandpass filter.
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AM modulator circuit board, alternate view.
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Overview of the ammo box case components.

An old HP dual−voltage (+32/+15 VDC @ 500 mA) printer power supply is on the left, with the
incoming 120 VAC components in the middle, the AM modulator is housed in an old California
Amplifier MMDS downconverter case, a 20 kohm potentiometer will be used for audio gain in the
microphone amplifier circuit.  A surplus M−80/U microphone and the matching connector will be
used for the audio modulator and PTT switch.  A regular low−impedance ham radio or CB
microphone can also be used.

The completed RF amplifier section is on the upper−right.
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Behind the front−panel.

From the bottom to top is a standard 120 VAC IEC power connector, a fuse holder, a SPST power
switch, and a neon light power indicator.

The dual−voltage printer power supply is zip−tied to the back of the ammo box and has its two
output voltages sent to a solder terminal block.
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Mounting the AM modulator section.

The front−panel now has a matching connector for the M−80/U microphone and the 20 kohm audio
gain potentiometer.
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Addition of the RF power amplifier and the front−panel N connectors.  A DPDT RF input selector
switch was added just in front of the AM modulator section.

RF COM goes to the input of the RF power amplifier.  RF1 goes to a front−panel N connector and
RF2 goes to the RF output of AM modulator section.  This allows the RF power amplifier to be used
externally by just flipping the selector switch.
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Completed overview.

An additional use includes being used as a 2.4576 GHz beacon for pre−testing wireless network
links.  Use a downconverter to receive the signal on a standard communications receiver.  If you
can hear the beacon in a non line−of−sight condition, it should be possible to pull off a RF radio link.
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Bonus
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End of Issue #52

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

LOL!  Even San Fransicko is fed up with "undocumented Canadian" crime!

Killings Turn Focus on San Francisco Sanctuary Law

July 24, 2008 − From: apnews.myway.com

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) − The scene repeats itself daily on city streets: a driver gets stuck bumper
to bumper, blocking an intersection and preventing another car from turning left.

But authorities say that was enough to cause Edwin Ramos to unload an AK−47 assault weapon on
a man and his two sons, killing them.

The deaths immediately drew public outrage, which intensified when authorities revealed
that Ramos, 21, is an illegal immigrant who managed to avoid deportation despite previous
brushes with the law.

The case has put San Francisco's liberal politics to the test, setting off a debate over its sanctuary
law that shields undocumented immigrants from deportation.

On Wednesday, Ramos pleaded not guilty to three counts of murder in the deaths of Anthony
Bologna, 49, and his sons, Michael, 20, and Matthew, 16.  Bologna and his older son died in the
intersection on June 22.  His younger son succumbed to his injuries days later.

Shortly after that, police arrested Ramos, a native of El Salvador and reputed member of the
Mara Salvatrucha gang, known as MS−13.  Investigators believe he was the gunman, though
two other men were seen in the car with him.

The heinousness of the deaths has put pressure on San Francisco District Attorney Kamala Harris
to seek the death penalty against Ramos.  Harris, who campaigned on an anti−death penalty
platform and has never pursued capital punishment during her more than four years in office, has
declined to say exactly how she intends to proceed.
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"This case has been charged as a special circumstance case," making it eligible for the death
penalty, spokeswoman Erica Derryck said.  "No additional announcement has been made about this
aspect of the charging."

Ramos' attorney, Robert Amparan, said his client was not the shooter.  "They have the wrong
person," he said.

Amparan declined to discuss details of the case, but he denied his client was involved in gang
activity and said Ramos entered the country legally.  Federal authorities contend Ramos is
undocumented.

The victims' family learned that Ramos had been arrested at least three times before the shooting
and evaded deportation, largely because of San Francisco's sanctuary status.

The policy, adopted in 1989 by the city's elected Board of Supervisors, bars local officials from
cooperating with federal authorities in their efforts to deport illegal immigrants.

Officials in the juvenile offenders agency interpreted the law to also shield underage felons from
deportation by refusing to report undocumented ones.  Mayor Gavin Newsom said he rescinded the
policy regarding juvenile offenders after learning about it in May.

The Bolognas' relatives say Ramos apparently benefited from the policy when he reportedly was
convicted twice of felonies in 2003 and 2004 but never was turned over for deportation.

"All San Francisco's sanctuary ordinance has done is bring violence and death to this once−great
city," said Frank Kennedy, who is married to Anthony Bologna's sister.

Kennedy called for an investigation of the sanctuary policy and demanded "prosecutions for
violating the law."

Meanwhile, local and federal authorities are pointing fingers at each other over Ramos' most recent
arrest before the shooting.

Ramos was arrested in late March with another man after police discovered a gun used in a double
homicide in the car Ramos was driving.

The district attorney's office decided not to file charges against Ramos, and he was released April 2
even though he was in the process of being deported after his application for legal residence was
denied, according to the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement.

San Francisco Sheriff's Department spokesman Eileen Hirst said jail officials faxed ICE on March 30
asking if Ramos should remain jailed.  Ramos was freed after Hirst said immigration officials didn't
respond.

ICE spokesman Timothy Counts said his agency did not receive word of Ramos' arrest in
March.  He said the only communication received about Ramos was an "electronic message" from
the sheriff's department three hours after his release.

The case has garnered national attention, leading U.S. Rep. Tom Tancredo, R−Colo., and an
anti−immigration group called Californians for Population Stabilization to ask the U.S. Department of
Justice to take over, alleging San Francisco authorities have mishandled it.
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"Because San Francisco's political leaders have already demonstrated their willingness to act in
flagrant violation of federal law, I do not believe that local judicial institutions can be trusted to fairly
try the case or mete out an appropriate punishment," Tancredo said in a letter sent Tuesday to U.S.
Attorney General Michael Mukasey.

Justice Department spokesman Charles Miller said he was unaware of the case and the
congressman's request.  Miller said the attorney general routinely responds privately to such
requests.

Diana Hull, president of Californians for Population Stabilization, called on about a dozen cities
nationwide with similar sanctuary policies to end those programs.

"We need to remember always that a death−dealing policy like 'sanctuary' hides behind the false
mantle of compassion," Hull said.

Nathan Ballard, a spokesman for San Francisco's mayor, said city officials were wrong to shield
undocumented, juvenile felons from federal immigration authorities.

"The sanctuary program was never intended to shield felons," Ballard said.  "The policy was
inappropriate."

However, Newsom "still supports the worthwhile aims of denying the federal government"
assistance in deporting otherwise law−abiding undocumented residents, he said.

California is liberal shithole with a large non−white population.
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You won't be hearing this on "Off The Hook!"

Anti−Obama Bloggers Say They Were Silenced

August 5, 2008 − From: www.nysun.com

By Anna Phillips

Web loggers who are campaigning against Senator Obama's presidential run are accusing Google
and Obama supporters of silencing them after their Web logs were marked as spam and their
accounts temporarily frozen.

On Thursday, hours after publishing a post about an online petition demanding that Mr. Obama
publicly produce his birth certificate, an associate professor of business administration at Brooklyn
College, Mitchell Langbert, found that he could no longer access his Web log.

Google's Blogger hosting service had suspended "Mitchell Langbert's Blog," which Mr. Langbert
describes as "two−thirds academic stuff I'm working on and one−third politics," until it could verify
the Web log was not a "spam blog," or a site designed solely to increase the page views of
associated Web sites.

A day later Google lifted the block on the account, but the incident and earlier Web log freezes in
late June have led Mr. Langbert and other anti−Obama bloggers to accuse the Illinois senator's
supporters of intentionally identifying their blog addresses to Google as spam blogs.  They also say
the company has reflexively suspended the sites.
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"These tech−savvy smart alecks have figured out that if you report a blog you don't like, you can do
some damage to a person," Mr. Langbert said.

A spokesman for Google, Adam Kovacevich, said in a statement that an overzealous antispam filter
was responsible for the blocks.

"We believe this was caused by mass spam e−mails mentioning the 'Just Say No Deal' network of
blogs, which in turn caused our system to classify the blog addresses mentioned in the e−mails as
spam," he said.  "We have restored posting rights to the affected blogs, and it is very important to us
that Blogger remain a tool for political debate and free expression."

Several of the blogs that were blocked, including hillaryorbust.com and
comealongway.blogspot.com, are part of the "Just Say No Deal" network of anti−Obama blogs.  But
Mr. Langbert's blog is not, leading him to conclude that Obama supporters had targeted him.

On her right−leaning blog "Atlas Shrugs," Pamela Geller keeps a list of blogs that Google has
temporarily blocked.  "The blockings do come in waves," she said.  "The last wave was this past
week, and now it got very quiet."

Some writers have had their blogs unblocked, while others have moved them to WordPress, a rival
blog host.

"I don't think" Google has "malicious intentions at all, it's just that spammers can literally overrun a
service if you're not careful, so their defenses have become overzealous," a spokesman for
WordPress, Matthew Mullenweg, said in an e−mail.

"We always have human review before turning off an active blog," he said.  "People invest so much
time into their blogs, to treat it with anything less than the utmost respect is criminal."

Ever hear about illegal spics setting up an aerospace company or increasing
property values in neighborhoods?

Feds Nail 10,000 Violent Gang Members in the US; Many Are Illegal Aliens

August 9, 2008 − From: www.theconservativevoice.com

By Jim Kouri

CPP − US Immigration and Customs Enforcement, working in conjunction with federal, state and
local law enforcement partners across the United States, have arrested the 10,000th gang member
under operation Community Shield, according to a report submitted to officials of the National
Association of Chiefs of Police.

This ongoing operation started in 2005 to curb gang violence and weed out transnational gangs
gaining hold in urban and suburban US cities.

Transnational gangs pose a growing public safety threat to communities throughout the country.  It
is estimated that there are over 900 different criminal gangs roaming US streets and
neighborhoods.  These gangs no longer own turf in just the inner city but have spread their criminal
networks throughout suburban and rural communities.
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These transnational street gangs have a significant number of foreign−born members and are
frequently involved in human and contraband smuggling, immigration violations and other crimes
with a nexus to the border.  ILike any street gang, these transnational gangs also have a propensity
toward violence.  Their members commit myriad crimes including robbery, extortion, assault, rape
and murder.

"This recent arrest, marking the 10,000th arrest under Operation Community Shield, is a significant
milestone," said Julie L. Myers, Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security for ICE.  "The violence
being perpetrated by foreign−born gang members and associates is as shocking as it is
pervasive.  ICE is committed to using the full force of our enforcement authority to make our cities
and towns safer from gang violence."

In a recent Chicago area Community Shield enforcement operation, one of the men arrested by ICE
was Valentin Sierra−Martinez, a 20−year−old confirmed "Norteno−14" gang member.
Sierra−Martinez is the 10,000th gang member or associate arrested by ICE as part of Operation
Community Shield.

Sierra−Martinez, a Mexican national was in the US illegally and has an extensive criminal
background including convictions for residential burglary, domestic battery, possessing drug
paraphernalia and knowingly damaging property.  He remains in ICE custody pending removal to
Mexico.

ICE has the unique and powerful authority to remove foreign nationals from the US, including illegal
aliens and legal permanent residents based on their criminal history.

ICE's Operation Community Shield statistics:

10,000 gang members/associates arrested• 
3,740 for criminal violations• 
6,548 administrative immigration violations• 
138 clique leaders arrested• 
4,074 with violent criminal histories• 
383 guns seized• 

Since inception, ICE agents working with hundreds of federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies nationwide, have arrested members and associates of more than 700 different gangs
including more than 2,000 MS−13 gang members.

ICE has received thousands of names of known and suspected gang members from federal, state
and local law enforcement agencies, as well as from foreign governments.  This information is
routinely compared with ICE's immigration and customs databases to identify and prioritize gang
suspects who may be subject to ICE's legal jurisdiction.

Operation Community Shield, part of the National Gang Unit at ICE gathers intelligence, develops
sources of information to ultimately disrupt, dismantle, and prosecute violent street gang members
and their organizations by employing the full range of ICE authorities and investigative tools.
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Note how large liberal corporations like Microsoft are forcing non−white, shit−skin
diversity onto others, while not applying any diversity to their own employees.  Don't
expect Bill Gates to move to an all−black neighborhood!

Welcome to the mind of a "progressive."

Microsoft to Offer Counsel Diversity Bonuses

July 21, 2008 − From: www.law.com

By Leigh Jones

Microsoft Corp. will announce on Monday a diversity initiative that will give bonuses to outside
counsel based on their inclusion of minority and women attorneys.

The unique plan applies to Microsoft's 17 so−called Premier Preferred Provider law firms, which
collectively receive about $150 million in fees from the technology giant each year.  The plan also
enables Microsoft's in−house lawyers to receive bonuses based on improvements that the law firms
make in their diversity numbers.

A lack of progress in increasing the number of minority and women attorneys in the legal profession,
particularly within large law firms, is the impetus for the change.

"It seems we're still spending an awful lot of time talking about why diversity is important rather than
achieving concrete results," said Microsoft General Counsel Brad Smith.  "The focus has been more
on activities than outcomes."

Firms that participate in the diversity initiative can make an additional 2 percent bonus, on top of the
3 percent increase that all of Microsoft's preferred firms are eligible to receive in fiscal year 2009,
which started on July 1.  The program is voluntary.

Tracking Plans

The plan calls for Microsoft's preferred law firms to choose by Aug. 15 one of two ways that they
want Microsoft to track their diversity progress.

Under the first formula, law firms must demonstrate a two 2−percentage point increase in the hours
worked by diverse attorneys as a percentage of total hours worked on Microsoft matters, compared
with the same period in the prior year.

Under the second formula, law firms must show a 0.5 percentage point increase in total diverse
attorneys as a percentage of the firms' total attorneys, regardless of whether they worked on
Microsoft matters.  Included in Microsoft's definition of diverse attorneys are women and those
attorneys who are African−American, Latino/Hispanic, Asian, Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander,
American Indian, Alaska Native or of mixed race.

It applies to partners, associates, of counsel and any other full−time or part−time permanent
attorneys, but does not apply to contract attorneys.

The definition does not include gay, lesbian or bisexual attorneys, due to confidentiality, but leaves it
to the law firms to include those individuals in their diversity numbers.
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Microsoft will count only attorneys in U.S. offices, and law firms must stay with the formula they
choose for one year.  The company will pay bonuses either quarterly or annually.  The company will
review the plan after one year and consider modifying it, including whether to increase the 2 percent
incentive.

"This is somewhat of an experiment," said Susan Foster, a partner at Seattle−based Perkins Coie,
one of Microsoft's preferred law firms.  She said that although 2 percent provides an adequate
incentive, the important point is that Microsoft is willing to pay a higher rate for more diversity
inclusion.

Some of Microsoft's preferred law firms are K&L Gates; New York−based Weil, Gotshal & Manges;
New York−based Sullivan & Cromwell; Washington−based Arnold & Porter; Heller Ehrman; and
Washington's Covington & Burling.

The Grande Hotel in Beira, Mozambique

Before
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After

In the late 70's there were 300,000 whites and Zimbabwe was called Rhodesia.  It was the shining
star of sub−Saharan Africa outside of South Africa.  Whites built modern cities.  Whites over
doubled the average life expectancy of Negroes in Rhodesia.  White farmers produced enough food
to feed all the inhabitants of the country with enough left over to export all over the world.

In 1997, there were still about 70,000 whites.  White owned farms still kept the Negro population
fed.  Then came Magabe's land grab of white owned farms.  Along with the organized mass murder
and forced expulsions of whites.  Today there are only about 10,000 whites left.  The once
ultra−modern farms lay in ruins and the Negro population starves to death.  Average life
expectancies have plummeted to some of the lowest in Africa.

(http://cofcc.org/?p=2240)
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